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DR. SUN YAT-SEN 
AN OPERA HONG KONG COMMISSION 

 

FEATURED IN NEW YORK CITY OPERA’S 

VOX: CONTEMPORARY AMERICAN OPERA LAB, MAY 14, 2011 

 

WORLD PREMIERE: SEPTEMBER 30–OCTOBER 3, 2011 AT THE  

NATIONAL CENTRE FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS, BEIJING 

  

HONG KONG PREMIERE: OCTOBER 13–16, 2011 AT THE  

HONG KONG CULTURAL CENTRE 

 

GUANGZHOU PREMIERE: DECEMBER 9–10, 2011 AT THE  

GUANGZHOU OPERA HOUSE 

  

The opera Dr. Sun Yat-sen, commissioned by Opera Hong Kong (OHK), co-presented with 

China‟s National Centre for the Performing Arts and Hong Kong‟s Leisure and Cultural 

Services Department in association with Opera Hong Kong and the Hong Kong Chinese 

Orchestra, will receive its world premiere on September 30 and continues into October this 

year, marking the 100
th

 anniversary of the Xinhai Revolution that led to the birth of modern 

China.  

 

Written by composer Huang Ruo with a libretto by Candace Mui Ngam Chong and 

spearheaded by OHK‟s Artistic Director Warren Mok, Dr. Sun Yat-sen has been four years in 

the making. The world premiere stage production will be directed by Beijing-based theatre 

veteran Chen Xinyi, with set design by Gao Guangjian and costumes by Blanc de Chine. On 

May 14, almost five months before the stage premiere, New York audiences enjoy a rare 

opportunity to preview 25 minutes from the first act of Dr. Sun Yat-sen in New York City 

Opera‟s VOX: Contemporary American Opera Lab, which is held at the NYU Skirball Center. 

 

Dr. Sun Yat-sen integrates Chinese operatic and theatrical elements with a contemporary 

musical language. It will have two performing versions, for both Western orchestra and 

Chinese orchestra (comprised of traditional folk instruments). The conductors for the Western 

orchestral version will be George Manahan (New York) and Li Xincao (Beijing), while Yan 

Huichang leads the Hong Kong Chinese Orchestra for the Hong Kong premiere. The opera 

also incorporates spoken drama in the form of brief prologues and interludes in English, 

framing the tumultuous years with a contemporary parable about the value of history. 

 

Warren Mok, Huang Ruo and Candace Chong began their collaboration in 2008 to search for 

a segment of the life of Dr. Sun Yat-sen that would be effective as operatic drama. Soon after,  
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Chong chanced upon the story about a wedding gift that had belonged to Soong Ching-ling 

(wife of Dr. Sun Yat-sen). The love story between Sun and Soong and the relationship 

between Dr. Sun and Charlie Soong (Ching-ling‟s father), one of Sun‟s earliest and most 

active supporters, formed the basis of this opera. Chong‟s dramatic treatment and the spoken 

dramatic interludes were created based on her desire to “make an historical figure real to 

audiences today.” She says, “I came across information about an artifact, a wedding gift 

given from Sun‟s best friend who once opposed the marriage. It intrigued me how an artifact 

can carry such sentimental value over so much time. I think history has written its best stories, 

and all I need to do is to feel the moments and write about them.”  

 

To set the libretto to music, Huang Ruo drew on his own childhood experiences watching 

outdoor traditional, ritual performances with his grandmother on Hainan Island. In fact, the 

term “opera” already presented Huang much food for thought. “When I first learned the 

English word „opera,‟ it seemed so foreign and remote, until I realized that „opera‟ could also 

refer to the Chinese singing theater ju. Suddenly I understood that the concept could be 

inclusive, and that opera could be reinvented,” says Huang. 

 

Two of the singers already engaged to perform in the fully staged production in China will 

participate in the New York City Opera VOX performance: Dong-jian Gong (bass) and 

Guang Yang (mezzo-soprano) will play Charlie Soong and his wife Ni Guizhen respectively. 

Well-known for his leading roles in contemporary China opera, Gong created the role of Fa 

Hai in Zhou Long‟s Pulitzer Prize-winning Madame White Snake (Opera Boston and Beijing 

Music Festival 2010) and played the Emperor in Tan Dun‟s Tea (New Zealand International 

Arts Festival 2006). Guang Yang was the 1997 winner of the BBC Singer of the World 

Competition in Cardiff and has appeared in such prestigious venues as the Lyric Opera of 

Chicago, San Francisco Opera, Houston Grand Opera and Deutsche Oper. Joining them in 

New York are two young operatic stars from China now living in the United States: Yingxi 

Zhang (tenor), who has appeared with Washington National Opera, and Xi Wang (soprano), 

an alumna of Glimmerglass Opera‟s Young American Artists program last year who will join 

the San Francisco Opera‟s Merola Program this summer. 

 

During the past four years, composer, librettist, commissioner and director met in Beijing, 

Hong Kong and New York numerous times to develop the opera. Director Chen Xinyi, one of 

China‟s most well-respected stage professionals, has also contributed her practical expertise 

as the libretto took shape.  

 

*** 

 

USEFUL WEBLINKS: 

 

New York City Opera VOX:  http://www.nycopera.com/seasontickets/vox2011.aspx 

Opera Hong Kong:  http://www.operahongkong.org/ 

Huang Ruo: http://www.huangruo.com/ 

 

http://www.nycopera.com/seasontickets/vox2011.aspx
http://www.operahongkong.org/
http://www.huangruo.com/
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International Press Contact: Joanna C. Lee (Museworks Limited), US phone: (1) 917 365 

2479, jchlee23@gmail.com  

Hong Kong Press Contacts: Flavia Ho and Vinci Li (Opera Hong Kong), HK phone: (852) 

2234 0303, flaviaho@operahongkong.org; vincili@operahongkong.org 

 

 

***MORE INFORMATION*** 

 

 

DR. SUN YAT-SEN: SYNOPSIS 

Charlie Soong, a Chinese revolutionary, is hosting a gala in his home, ostensibly to raise 

money to build a church but actually to gather funds for his colleague and leader of the 

Chinese Revolutionary Alliance, Sun Yat-sen. From the time he enters the room, Sun 

becomes the focus of attention. Just as things begin to look up, a messenger arrives and hands 

Charlie a note: a reward has been placed on Sun‟s head.  

 

Fleeing to Japan, Sun continues his revolutionary activities with his new aide, Charlie 

Soong‟s daughter Ching-ling. She is attracted to his revolutionary ideals, he to her youth and 

vivacity. They fall in love. At their wedding, Charlie enters, furious. Not only has Charlie not 

given his consent to the marriage but Sun still remains married to a woman in China! Charlie 

walks out on the wedding, renouncing Ching-ling and his association with the Chinese 

Revolutionary Alliance. 

 

Back in China, Sun tries to overthrow the government with the help of Yuan Shikai. 

Unfortunately, Yuan betrays Sun and seizes control for himself. That same night, Sun‟s house 

is attacked and Ching-ling miscarries. A messenger appears to tell Sun that Charlie is on his 

deathbed and wanting to see him … 

 

ABOUT THE WORLD PREMIERE PRODUCTION (OCTOBER 2011) 

The fully-staged production of Dr. Sun Yat-sen, directed by Chen Xinyi, assembles China‟s 

leading singers, many of whom have graced the world‟s most prestigious operatic stages in 

the past two decades. The two casts participating in the world premiere include Dong-jian 

Gong and Guang Yang who appear in the VOX performance, along with Warren Mok in the 

title role, Hui He, Xiaolin Zhou, Chenye Yuan and Ning Liang. Participating in the Beijing 

and Hong Kong alternate casts are Wei Song (China‟s leading tenor from the Shanghai Opera 

House), Shen Na, Nancy Yuen, Joyce Wong, Peng Kangliang, Liu Shan, Sun Li, Albert Lim, 

and Carol Lin. These Chinese singers, based in Asia, Europe and America, have appeared in 

such illustrious venues as the Metropolitan Opera, San Francisco Opera, Washington Opera, 

Los Angeles Opera, La Scala, Covent Garden, Theatre de la Monnaie, Deutsche Oper, 

Cologne Opera House, as well as major venues in Asia. Hollywood luminary Lisa Lu (The 

Mountain Road [with James Stewart], The Last Emperor, Joy Luck Club) is also a cast 

member in Dr. Sun Yat-sen as the owner of the “wedding gift” featured in the prologue and 

interludes. Set designer Gao Guangjian has worked with Zhang Yimou in the director‟s 

recent Turandot; Blanc de Chine provides costumes that take their inspiration from the early 

20
th

 century, but are modernized for today‟s stage. 

 

mailto:jchlee23@gmail.com
mailto:flaviaho@operahongkong.org
mailto:vincili@operahongkong.org
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ABOUT THE COMPOSER 

Composer Huang Ruo, a multi-award-winning composer born in China‟s Hainan Island who 

recently completed his doctoral studies at New York‟s Juilliard School, makes his operatic 

debut with Dr. Sun Yat-sen. A southern Chinese fluent in Cantonese and Mandarin now 

living in New York, Huang is the model of a successful overseas Chinese intellectual of the 

21
st
 century. China‟s international standing today, compared with Dr. Sun Yat-sen‟s 

fundraising efforts in the West a century ago prior to the Revolution, reveals the distance that 

the Chinese people have traversed. Huang first rose to prominence while studying in America, 

when his orchestral pieces were selected by Wolfgang Sawallisch and the Philadelphia 

Orchestra in 2001. Two years later, Columbia University‟s Miller Theatre (under the 

direction of George Steel, current General Manager and Artistic Director of New York City 

Opera) featured the 26-year-old Huang in Miller‟s 2002-2003 Composer Portrait series. 

Recent accolades include the Luxembourg International Composition Prize, awarded to his 

concerto for sheng (the Chinese mouth organ) and Western orchestra. Huang‟s zeal in 

stretching the musical boundaries of East and West led both to collaborations with New York 

City Ballet‟s Damian Woetzel and Christopher Wheeldon and to the soundtrack for the 

acclaimed PBS documentary, I. M. Pei: Building China Modern (2010). His works have also 

reached many cultural niches within China: from the art deco Shanghai Concert Hall, to the 

Ullens Center for Contemporary Art in Beijing‟s avant-garde 798 Art District and the concert 

hall of the National Centre for the Performing Arts in Beijing. 

 

ABOUT THE LIBRETTIST 

Hong Kong native Candace Mui Ngam Chong makes her debut as opera librettist in Dr. Sun 

Yat-sen. A current recipient of the Best Artist Award (Drama) by the Hong Kong Arts 

Development Council, Chong and her output of spoken dramas (including four “Best Plays” 

at the Hong Kong Drama Awards between 2003 and 2010) have been a staple for local 

theatregoers. Her works have been presented in Macau, Taiwan, Japan and Korea; a New 

York reading of the English translation of Alive in the Mortuary (2003) was presented by the 

New Georges in August 2005. Chong‟s most recent play, Murder in San José, a 2009 Hong 

Kong Arts Festival commission, has been revived twice since its world premiere and 

presented at Singapore‟s Esplanade Theatre last April. Educated at the Chinese University of 

Hong Kong, Hong Kong Academy for Performing Arts and London‟s Royal Holloway 

College, Chong also spent a year in New York City on an Asian Cultural Council grant. 

Apart from playwriting, Chong is also a prolific translator and adaptor of works such as 

Betrayal, Fat Pig, Flowers of Algernon and Titus Andronicus. This season marks not only 

Chong‟s debut as an opera librettist, but also her arrival on the American theatre scene as  

translator of the Chinese dialogue in David Henry Hwang‟s Chinglish, a bilingual comedy 

about an American businessman‟s adventures in China. Chinglish is scheduled to open at 

Chicago‟s Goodman Theatre this June, directed by Leigh Silverman. 
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ABOUT OPERA HONG KONG 

The first opera company to be established in the territory, Opera Hong Kong was formed as a 

non-profit organization in July 2003. Since its inception, Opera Hong Kong has become a 

firmly established part of Hong Kong‟s cultural scene. 

 

Opera Hong Kong is committed to enhancing the appreciation of the operatic art in Hong 

Kong and promoting local musical talent. We firmly believe that opera should be given a 

permanent place in such a culturally vibrant city as Hong Kong.  In addition to staging operas 

and other performances, Opera Hong Kong aims to make opera easy and understandable for 

the general public, especially young people, through educational outreach. 

 

Since our establishment, Opera Hong Kong has grown steadily under the artistic direction of 

the internationally acclaimed Hong Kong tenor Warren Mok, with twelve productions of 

operas including La Traviata, Turandot, Carmen, The Marriage of Figaro, Roméo et Juliette, 

Aïda, Werther, Don Carlo, The Magic Flute, Poet Li Bai, Manon and La Bohème. Apart from 

operas, the company has also presented the musical Jinsha, as well as concerts and education 

and outreach programs. Opera school tours, summer camps and master classes are held 

regularly to reach the young population. The Opera Hong Kong Chorus and Opera Hong 

Kong Children Chorus were established in 2004 and 2008, respectively, and are becoming 

recognized forces in the local choral scene. 


